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ALICE, TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR JOURNEY
I do not have a most classic story, but it is precisely what allowed me to create a range that
stands out. I have travelled for more than 6 years (India, South America, Australia, etc ...),
discovered incredible cultures, beliefs and individuals but the real revelation was when my niece
Romy was born. I then carried out numerous training courses for the creation of my laboratory
and to learned about European cosmetic regulations.

WHAT IS COMETTE COSMETICS?
Above all, Comette is a story of passion from my roots (Drôme provençale) and nature in
general. More concretely, it is a range of complete products, 100% organic, without water,
without alcohol, without fragrance, without perfume and without preservatives. Summed up by
the words Nature and Progress. This range is above all dedicated to pregnant women, lactating
women, babies and people who are undergoing severe treatments.

HOW DID THIS CONCEPT COME TO MIND? WHY THIS
TARGET CLIENTELE?
The problem of healthy cosmetics was already plaguing me after a year of volunteering at the
Léon Bérard clinic (cancer clinic in Lyon) where very little was put in place for the comfort of
the patients' skin. But it was when I was in Australia and my niece was born, I remember very
well the phone call from my sister when she told me the good news. The phone had barely hung
up, I had only one question in my mind, what were they going to put on their skins? (cleansing
products, moisturising products, exchange products).
I started to search the Internet, but incredibly, I found nothing 100% clean. That was the start of
the adventure.

WHERE ARE YOUR PRODUCTS MADE?
I make my products in my laboratory in Taulignan in Drôme Provençale, my home village.

WHERE ARE YOUR INGREDIENTS SOURCED?
I favour local, French ingredients but being a great lover of travel, I refuse to make them 100%
French. Nature offers us magic plants all over the Earth. This is why I pay even more attention
to "exotic" products and I went recently in Colombia to meet my cocoa butter producers. I am
very committed to supporting French beekeeping, which is why you find it a lot in my products.

DOES COMETTE COSMETICS HAVE MENTIONS / LABELS?
It is with great pride that I obtained the mention Nature et Progrès for the second consecutive
year with the congratulations of the jury. This mention is still too little known while it is the
oldest and the strictest around. What I like and what differentiates it is that it looks not only at
the biological content, but also at the ethics, the sustainability, the social aspect and the
ecological aspect of the whole company (packaging , short circuit, consumption energy, etc ...).

WHAT ARE YOUR COMMITMENTS?
My commitments are the values in my personal life: make something real, rather than sell a
dream. Foster human relationships and interaction, solidarity and quality.

WHERE CAN WE BUY YOUR PRODUCTS?
On my online store, online resale sites (peaulette, curious hands, amaradulcis, le petit marmot,
etc ...), in various BioCoop in the PACA and Rhône-Alpes regions, in pharmacies and physical
shops and beauty salons (clover pharmacy, my counters, bulk maddie, self care, etc. ...). Comette
is also developing in Switzerland, Belgium, Germany and Luxembourg.

WHAT WERE THE HARDEST AND EASIEST STEPS IN
CREATING COMETTE COSMETICS?
The easiest step was the creative part (development of recipes, logo, etc ...) and the most
difficult part was not to listen to my doubts and fears, not to go to the easiest
but to the most ethical.

WHAT QUALITIES DO YOU THINK MADE YOU
SUCCESSFUL?
Above all, it is my determination and knowing that I was making a quality product.
My family, my friends and all the extraordinary meetings I have had, have been decisive
because Comette is not just a girl in her lab, but it is above all a story of solidarity, friendship
and passion .
I would like to take this opportunity to thank ESAT The Avadi lime trees and all the people who
work with joy for Comette, my local producers without whom nothing would be possible and all
the local French companies that provide me with containers, packaging and very high-quality
know-how (Montségur stationery, BES Cartonnage, graphot, etc ...)

YOUR ADVICE FOR PEOPLE IN CONFINEMENT?
Let us take advantage of this time to realise the urgency of deep solidarity and
to carry out sustainable projects, in harmony with this beautiful planet that welcomes us with
open arms.
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